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Mobile Cloud Gaming 

 
 The service is launched in partnership with CareGame, leading cloud gaming company 

from Europe 
 free trial period 
 Cloud Play offers an instant, superior gaming experience on Android & iOS handset, 

without requiring any downloads. 

 
The Gaming industry has witnessed a massive growth in India on the back of mobile-first phenomenon. 
Industry reports suggest gaming is likely to become a billion-dollar market in the country and Cloud Gaming 
will be the next frontier in the world of gaming. To cater to the continuously evolving interests of consumers, 
leading telecom operator Vi has partnered with Paris headquartered CareGame, to launch mobile cloud 
gaming service - Cloud Play.   
 
Strengthening its mobile gaming proposition, provides a varied selection of premium AAA 
games across various genres including action, adventure, arcade, racing, sports, & strategy. The launch 
catalogue includes mobile games like Asphalt 9, Modern Combat 5, Shadow Fight, Storm Blades, Riptide, 
Beach Buggy Racing, Gravity Rider and classics like Cut The Rope, Subway Surfers and Jetpack Joyride. 
There is a strong line up of games that will keep releasing in the coming weeks. 
 

Cloud Play is a subscription-based service priced 
per month  104 recharge for prepaid 

users). Users can sample the service for free as 
an introductory offer before purchasing the 
subscription pack. 
 
With Vi Cloud Play, gamers can play instantly and 
do not have any hassle of downloading multiple 
games. It offers high-fidelity games with rich 
graphics and supports multiplayer gaming, not 
only saving valuable device memory but also 

mitigating the need for additional handset upgrades, resulting in significant cost savings for users.  
 
Commenting on the launch of Cloud Play, Avneesh Khosla, CMO, Vodafone Idea said At Vi, we have 
always believed in a collaborative approach to strengthen our bouquet of customer offerings. We recognize 
the potential of the fast-evolving Gaming landscape with the smartphone playing a key role in making 
Gaming more accessible anytime, anywhere. With Vi Games  in partnership with CareGame, we 
welcome our users to the future of gaming, where the cloud is your playground and the possibilities are 
limitless. It's not just a game, it's a seamless journey into a world where imagination meets technology. Get 
ready to elevate your playtime and explore the extraordinary  
 
Commenting on the association with Vi to launch Vi Games Cloud Play, Philippe Wang, Co-founder and 
CEO of CareGame said Cloud Play will enable all gamers in India to enjoy true AAA mobile gaming without 
having to invest in a new mobile phone or a gamepad, thanks to the combination of CareGame technology, 
iconic mobile titles from our publishing partners, and Vi networks. We invite all Vi users to come discover 
Cloud Play, and challenge their friends in an , with all 
multiplayer modes unlocked, two bonus cars and other surprises to best enjoy these exciting races!  
 



          

 

 

 

Vi Games Cloud Play can be conveniently accessed via both, the Vi Web and Vi App platforms. Vi
partnership with CareGame underscores its focus on Gaming as a key agenda to drive customer 
engagement and is one more of multiple initiatives to deliver differentiated Digital experiences for its users.  
 
You can access Vi Cloud Play via https://vi-web.app.link/e/gcpr. 

 
About Vodafone Idea Limited:  
Vodafone Idea Limited is an Aditya Birla Group and Vodafone Group partnership. It is India s leading telecom service provider. The 
Company provides pan India Voice and Data services across 2G, 3G, 4G and has a 5G ready platform. With the large spectrum 
portfolio to support the growing demand for data and voice, the company is committed to deliver delightful customer experiences 
and contribute towards creating a truly Digital India  by enabling millions of citizens to connect and build a better tomorrow. The 
Company is developing infrastructure to introduce newer and smarter technologies, making both retail and enterprise customers 
future ready with innovative offerings, conveniently accessible through an ecosystem of digital channels as well as extensive on-
ground presence. The Company is listed on National Stock Exchange (NSE) and Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) in India. The 
company offers products and services to its customers in India under the TM Brand name Vi . For more information, please visit: 
www.MyVi.in 
 
For further information: Nilkantha Ray | nilkantha.ray@adfactorspr.com | 7797249494 
 
About CareGame: 
CareGame, leading player in mobile cloud gaming, enables mobile operators and telecom service providers to offer their own 
mobile cloud gaming service thanks to a fully customizable white-label turnkey solution. CareGame allows all players around the 
world to play any AAA mobile game without any download and from any Android or iOS smartphone, even older ones. CareGame 
offers the first and only 60fps, low-latency cloud gaming solution available anywhere in the world, from a 1.25Mbps connection. 
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